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Smelling salts
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ou may not realise it
but salt is the scent
of the moment. What
do you mean it doesn’t
smell of anything? Just
try saying that to the “noses” behind
this bunch of saline perfumes.

Jo Malone Wood Sage & Sea
Salt Cologne (£40; 0800 054
2939) is a delightful offering that
arrives in stores next month. It’s
designed to conjure up driftwood
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and the mineral notes of sea air, and
has all the makings of a classic.
With notes of sea salt, mint rock,
candyfloss and whipped ice cream,

4160 Tuesdays What I Did On
My Holidays Eau de Parfum
(£90; 020 8693 5150) is going

wholeheartedly for end-of-the-piershow reminiscence. But it also has
the aroma of old-school sun cream
and – to me at least – warm car
interiors (I’m thinking specifically

of my mother’s 80s Mini, with its
ouch-inducing scalding leather seats).
Less British seaside and more long
weekend on the Côte d’Azur, Creed

Millésime Impérial Eau de Parfum
(£160; 020 7734 1234) is a unisex
number that combines bergamot,
green mandarin, iris, musk and a
“sea scent” that conjures up a warm
courtyard with a Campari and soda.

Meanwhile, St Tropez Dispenser
(£45; 020 8693 5150) by Smell

Bent (odd brand name,
cool products) has a very
different summer nostalgia
in mind: the concept of bringing the
beach holiday home with you, so you
can at least enjoy a reminiscent whiff
while you lament and unpack. Sea
salt, coconut, aloe vera, jasmine and
honey bring all the sweetness of a
sunny day into a pleasing spritz.

Miller Harris Fleurs de Sel Eau
de Parfum (£65; 020 7629 7750)
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Our beauty editor senses
a new wave in perfumes

is at a slight tangent to this trend
– it doesn’t contain salt as such,
but takes its inspiration from the
flowers that grow in the marshy
seascapes of France’s Côte Sauvage.
It’s a peculiarly savoury number,
using red thyme oil, clary sage, cedar
wood, oak moss and leather, along
with feminine notes of iris, narcissus
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and a barely perceptible drop of rose.
It may not list salt in its ingredients
but Nuxe Prodigieux Le Parfum
(£43; 0333 014 8000) has a
mineral base note that the perfumer
added in an attempt to evoke the
smell of the sun on salty rocks. I’m
not sure this quite comes through, as
the other, very summery notes (citrus

bergamot, orange blossom, coconut
milk and magnolia) are so pungent,
but it’s very pleasing nonetheless.
the decidedly sensual Calvin

Klein Reveal Eau de Parfum
(£70; nationwide) has more of

a From Here to Eternity tussle-in-thewaves feel than a jolly summer holiday
vibe. the peppery, woody notes that
accompany the “raw salt signature”
make for a very provocative number.
using salt for a different means

entirely, the final scent is all about
making those taste buds water. While
I’m normally a big fan of Shay &
Blue, its latest addition Salt

Caramel Natural Spray Fragrance
(£55; 0845 548 0113) is meant to
be a classy tribute to Charbonnnel et
Walker’s über-expensive chocolates.
But spritz this on and you basically
smell like a bag of Butterkist. I guess
it depends how wistful you are about
those childhood trips to the cinema.
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